Age corrections and dementia classification accuracy.
In contrast to expectations, demographic corrections to reduce biases against those of advanced age or few years of education does not universally improve diagnostic classification accuracy. Age corrections may be particularly problematic because age is also a risk factor for a dementia diagnosis. We found that simulating increased risk for dementia based on demographic variables, such as age, reduced the overall classification accuracy for demographically corrected simulated scores relative to the raw, uncorrected test scores. In clinical data with a small magnitude of association between age and dementia diagnosis, we found equivalent overall classification accuracy for demographically corrected and raw test scores. Regardless of the overall classification accuracy results, cutoff comparisons (16th and 9th percentiles) in clinical and simulated data demonstrated that for the most part, the sensitivity of raw scores was higher than the sensitivity of demographically corrected scores, but the specificity of scores corrected with normative data was superior.